Patients’ views on the use of an Option Grid for knee osteoarthritis in physiotherapy clinical encounters: An interview study
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Abstract

Background: Patient decision support tools have been developed as a means of providing accurate and accessible information in order for patients to make informed decisions about their care. Option Grids™ are a type of decision support tool specifically designed to be used during clinical encounters.

Objective: To explore patients’ views of the Option Grid encounter tool used in clinical consultations with physiotherapists, in comparison with usual care, within a patient population who are likely to be disadvantaged by age and low health literacy.

Methods: Semi-structured interviews with 72 patients (36 who had been given an Option Grid in their consultation and 36 who had not). Thematic analysis explored patients’ understanding of treatment options, perceptions of involvement, and readability and utility of the Option Grid.

Results: Interviews suggested that the Option Grid facilitated more detailed discussion about the risks and benefits of a wider range of treatment options for osteoarthritis of the knee. Participants indicated that the Option Grid was clear and aided their understanding of a structured progression of the options as their condition advanced, although it was not clear whether the Option Grid facilitated greater engagement in shared decision making.

Discussion and conclusion: The Option Grid for osteoarthritis of the knee was well received by patient participants who reported that it helped them to understand their options, and made the notion of choice explicit. Use of Option Grids should be considered within routine consultations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Shared decision making (SDM) is a process in which patients are supported by clinicians within the consultation to consider treatment choices that are aligned with their informed preferences. Clinicians are required to elicit and respect patient preferences. There is a strong policy directive driving SDM in the United Kingdom, which is mirrored in many other countries worldwide. Patient decision support tools have been developed as a means of providing accurate and accessible information in order for patients to make informed decisions about their care. Evidence suggests that these tools given ahead of the consultation have a positive effect on increased patient knowledge, but there is very limited evidence to show that they can improve SDM within the consultation. However, there are studies showing that tools designed to be used within the clinical encounter can have a positive effect on the process of SDM.

Option Grids™ are a type of decision support tool specifically designed to be used during clinical encounters. They are designed to orientate patients to the existence of choice by displaying treatment options side by side, organized by the concerns or questions that frequently occur to patients, thereby increasing the potential for SDM. The need for SDM is particularly relevant for patients with osteoarthritis of the knee, a common cause of physical disability in older adults that is associated with significantly reduced quality of life. The prevalence of osteoarthritis of the knee is predicted to rise in line with an ageing and increasingly obese population. Despite an increasing number of knee replacement operations being conducted in the UK, there is evidence of large unwarranted clinical variation which may be influenced by participants’ (lack of) awareness of the treatment options including knowledge and understanding of the risks and benefits of knee replacement surgery and significant differences being expressed by patients on whether surgery is the only reliable solution compared to others who wish to avoid surgery at all costs. Osteoarthritis of the knee can be managed by lifestyle measures such as improving activity levels to build strength in the joint and weight loss. Other management options include medication such as painkillers and anti-inflammatories, steroid joint injections and knee replacement surgery.

Much of the research on SDM to date has been generated from trials where patient participants have had high educational and socio-economic backgrounds. Concern has been expressed that decision support tools might exacerbate health inequalities as most are developed in English and may not be accessible to people with poor levels of health literacy or who do not have English as a main language. A recent systematic review has demonstrated that overall SDM interventions may benefit disadvantaged groups more than non-disadvantaged groups, although interventions which were specifically tailored to disadvantaged groups were found most effective at achieving benefits. We had previously conducted a trial which demonstrated SDM increased when clinicians used the knee osteoarthritis Option Grid in consultations. The aim of this substudy was to explore patients’ views of the Option Grid encounter tool within a patient population who are likely to be disadvantaged by age and low health literacy, specifically eliciting patients’ views about how treatment options had been presented, and perceptions of their involvement in decision making.

2 | METHODS

The current study reports data from interviews with patients recruited to a trial of the efficacy of an Option Grid decision support tool for osteoarthritis of the knee. The trial used a multiple interrupted time series (stepped wedge) design where patients were allocated sequentially to consult with an extended scope specialist physiotherapist who had consented to the trial. Patients are referred to the service from primary care and may then access a range of multidisciplinary specialist care for rheumatology, orthopaedics and musculoskeletal pain. Participating clinicians (physiotherapists) received brief (30 minutes) training on how to use the Option Grid within a routine consultation after having consulted with six patients using usual care procedures (the control group).

The Option Grid for osteoarthritis of the knee was developed by a team of clinicians and academics with an interest in SDM, musculoskeletal conditions and pain management. User testing informed its refinement. The Option Grid presents three recommended treatment options in a tabular format: pain killers, intra-articular corticosteroid injections, and knee replacement surgery for symptoms refractory to non-surgical treatment. Patients’ frequently asked questions are listed on the side of the grid, allowing readers to compare answers across the three treatment options. A copy of the grid is presented in Table 1.

Process and outcome measures were compared for patients participating in the intervention time period with those in the control time period. Ethical approval was obtained from the local research ethics committee (Ref: 11/WA/0356).

2.1 | Participants and setting

Inclusion criteria for patient participants were adults with a diagnosis of osteoarthritis of the knee made by their GP or extended scope physiotherapist who were able to give informed consent. Potentially eligible patient participants were identified from referrals to a single musculoskeletal service that provides integrated services to the local population in Oldham, Greater Manchester, UK. A member of the clinical team attempted to telephone all eligible patients and invited them to participate in the study. Patients who expressed interest were sent an invitation letter, information sheet and consent form with their appointment letter. Informed written consent was given when they attended their appointment. Participants were recruited until the required sample size of 72 was reached (six physiotherapists consulting six patients each pre-intervention and six patients each post-intervention). In total, 78 participants were recruited, but six later were found to be ineligible or withdrew from the study. All 72 patient participants were interviewed. Clinicians were also interviewed and data from this are reported elsewhere, as are the main findings of
TABLE 1  Option grid for Osteoarthritis of the knee. This grid is designed to help you and your clinician decide how best to manage your knee pain and activity level. The first steps are to become as fit and close to your ideal weight as possible and to consider having physiotherapy. Surgery is normally recommended only after other treatments have been tried.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequently asked questions</th>
<th>Pain killers</th>
<th>Joint injections (steroids)</th>
<th>Knee replacement surgery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will this reduce the pain I have in my knee?</td>
<td>It depends on which tablets are taken. Tablets like ibuprofen are effective for 50 in 100 people. Over the counter tablets, like paracetamol, including those that have codeine, are also effective.</td>
<td>Some people get good symptomatic relief after an injection, which may include pain relief and/or reduced swelling.</td>
<td>About 90 in 100 people who have this operation say it leads to relief of most or all of their pain, over time. 10 in 100 people say it does not lead to significant pain relief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will this treatment help improve which activities I can manage to do?</td>
<td>It may. As you get pain relief, you should be able to be more active and this in turn can also help to reduce pain. It helps to take painkillers before doing physical activity.</td>
<td>Yes, usually for up to a month or so. Plan to be more active as a result of the pain relief. Advice from a physical therapist may help.</td>
<td>Yes, the majority of patients experience improvement in their activity level. However, not everybody sees differences in their ability to walk or climb stairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there any risks to this treatment?</td>
<td>As with all medications, pain killers have some side-effects. For example, codeine often leads to constipation and prolonged use of anti-inflammatory tablets like ibuprofen increases your risk of stomach bleeding.</td>
<td>There is a small risk of frequent injections causing cartilage damage, especially in weight-bearing joints. Allergic reactions and infections due to joint injections are uncommon. You might feel slight pain at the injection site for a few days.</td>
<td>Wound infection needing treatment occurs in 5 in every 100 people. Blood clots in the leg occur in 2 in 100 people. The risks from surgery increases if you have other conditions, such as heart or lung disease, are a smoker or are overweight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long will it take me to feel better after the treatment?</td>
<td>You may start experiencing pain relief within a few days of when you start taking the medication.</td>
<td>Most people who experience relief feel better within the first week or so after the injection.</td>
<td>Pain relief is gradual. You will stay in the hospital for around 3-5 days. Most people walk unaided after 3 months. Full recovery usually takes between 6 and 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will I need to have more treatment or surgery?</td>
<td>If things don’t get better, talk to your clinician about other treatment options.</td>
<td>Pain relief lasts for up to a month or so. You can only have up to 4 injections per year.</td>
<td>Most knee replacements can last 15 years, many last longer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the outcomes for people with arthritis who have this treatment?</td>
<td>Many people cope well by using medication, being active and losing weight. Reducing your pain may help you achieve the benefits of exercise.</td>
<td>Some people have good relief by having injections when swelling and pain cause problems.</td>
<td>Surgery is usually considered after other options have been tried. About 80 in every 100 people are satisfied after having a knee replacement. About 20 in every 100 are not satisfied.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the trial, in addition to a discourse analysis of how the Option Grids were used when an interpreter was present in the consultation.  

2.2 Data collection

For the purposes of the trial, a range of patient participant socio-demographic variables were recorded including age, postcode, ethnicity, educational attainment and main language spoken. Patients were also asked to complete the REALM-R reading exercise, which is a brief eight-item measure of health literacy. Scores of 6 and under are considered to indicate poor health literacy. A research nurse (KK) was present in the consultation and observed the use of the Option Grid in the consultation and made structured field notes recording how the Option Grid was used during the consultation (number of questions asked, who held the Option Grid etc.). The consultation was also audiorecorded, but audiorecorded data and field notes are not presented in this paper. Short semi-structured interviews with all patient participants were conducted immediately following the consultation in a private room by the same research nurse and were audiorecorded and transcribed verbatim. The aim of the interviews was to explore patients’ views about the consultation, including whether they felt involved in the decision-making process, their views about how risks and benefits of treatment options had been presented to them, reasons for their prior and current treatment preferences, and
TABLE 2  Interview schedule

1. Can you tell me about how the problems with your knee affect your life?
2. Can you tell me about what you knew about the different treatment choices for your osteoarthritis of the knee before your consultation today?
3. Did you have any preference for the type of treatment you wanted for your osteoarthritis of the knee before you attended the clinic today?
4. I know I was in the consultation with you today but can you tell me what the person you saw today told you about the treatment options you could have for your knee?
5. How was the Option Grid used in the consultation?
6. What do you think about the way in which it was used?
7. What do you think of the way the different treatment choices for osteoarthritis of the knee were presented to you in the Option Grid?
8. How do you think the Option Grid affected the discussion you had with your clinician today?
9. You were given the Option Grid during your consultation, but some people have wondered if there might be a better time to give the Option Grid, perhaps before you come into the clinic, or as you are leaving the clinic? What are your views about this?
10. What do you think you will do with the OG when you get home?
11. Some people think that it is important that doctors are able to talk to their patients clearly and in a way that they understand. How well do you think the person you saw today communicated with you?
12. Do you think the person you saw today gave you enough information to help you make a choice about which treatment to choose?
13. Have you made a decision about treating your osteoarthritis of the knee?
14. Do you want more help from the person you saw today in clinic in making a decision about which treatment to choose?
15. What are your hopes for the future in relation to the pain in your knee?

Questions 5-10 if an Option Grid was used:

TABLE 3  Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Option Grid used</th>
<th>No Option Grid used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in years (range)</td>
<td>68 (42-87)</td>
<td>64 (35-82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M:F)</td>
<td>11:25 (31:69%)</td>
<td>18:18 (50:50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REALM-R score ≤ 6</td>
<td>8 (22%)</td>
<td>9 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean REALM-R score (standard deviation)</td>
<td>6.1 (SD 2.65)</td>
<td>6.2 (SD 2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Attainment (A level or equivalent and above)</td>
<td>11 (30%)</td>
<td>10 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-white ethnicity</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

their views about the use of the Option Grid within the consultation (if it was used). The interview schedule is outlined in Table 2 and was modified depending on whether an Option Grid was used and to allow the research nurse to incorporate her observations of the consultation. Data were collected over a period of 18 months.

2.3  Data analysis

A thematic analysis of the data set was undertaken as described by Braun and Clarke.23 This process started with KM familiarizing herself with the data, searching for meanings and patterns that captured something important about the data in relation to the aims of the study. This resulted in a set of initial codes. Given the large data set of 72 interviews, this initial familiarization and development of codes were generated from 20 interviews, which were from the first 20 patients enrolled in the study. A codebook was developed through joint discussion with FW. Following this, the remaining 52 transcripts were then coded by KM using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo10, and where necessary altering the code book to account for new subthemes. Attention was given to tensions and inconsistencies within codes and across data items where accounts were not consistent with the dominant story in the analysis. The codebook was refined as new themes emerged. KK then dual-coded a 30% sample of the interviews. Discrepancies between the coders were discussed and resolved between members of the team. After all data had been coded, analysis focused on considering relationships between codes, how codes formed overarching themes and qualitative comparisons in coded data between patients who had used the Option Grid and those who had not used the Option Grid. Themes and subthemes were then reviewed to consider whether data coded at each theme formed a coherent pattern, and were then defined and named.

3  RESULTS

Table 3 presents characteristics of the 72 patients who were interviewed as part of the trial. Patient participants from each arm of the study were similar in terms of age and REALM-R score, although there were differences in gender ratio between groups. The mean REALM-R score for each group was slightly lower than the adult population mean of 6.8 (SD 2.1) found in a US validation study of the measure22; 29% of the participants had educational attainment at A' level or above, compared to 39.5% for England and Wales as a whole.25

We report the findings from the qualitative interviews grouped into three main sections which reflect grouped themes from the thematic analysis: (i) increased awareness of the treatment options, (ii) Option Grid is acceptable to patients and (iii) positive perception of involvement for most, but not all, patients. Data extracts are used to illustrate our data alongside participant identification number and socio-demographic characteristics (whether an Option Grid was used, gender, REALM score and age).

3.1  Increased awareness of the treatment options

Participants who received the Option Grid appeared to demonstrate a greater awareness that there were a number of options available, although not all of the options were suitable for every patient:
In contrast patients who had consulted under usual care arrangements, without an Option Grid, appeared to be less clear that there were different treatment options that had been discussed during the consultation.

He advised me on the three options... he said I wouldn’t need the knee replacement unless it was a big downward trend on it and the agreement being to try the tablets and then the injections.

(P69, with OG, male, REALM 5, age 70)

Whilst participants in both groups felt that they understood the risks and benefits of treatments, participants who had used the Option Grid in the consultation demonstrated a greater awareness and understanding regarding the risks and benefits of treatment options. Some patients were able to accurately recall risks and benefits in reasonable detail, and much of this information was both significant and new to them:

he explained it well and helped me to make me mind up that he was right, and me circumstances made me make that decision as well, so it was the only way I could go really.

(P46, without OG, female, REALM 6, age 67)

Observation data also indicated that if an Option Grid was not used in a consultation, it was more likely that the clinician would focus discussion on the risks and benefits of the most likely treatment option. Consequently, patients were not made fully aware of the risks and benefits of the full range of treatment options. However, patients were not always critical of this strategy, rather they often recognized that this had occurred and attributed it to tailored information-giving appropriate to their particular symptoms. When asked about whether she had been told the risks and benefits of knee replacement surgery, participant 20 indicated that she thought this was only relevant to the consent process:

No she didn’t tell me. I suppose that would come... I should imagine like when you have a pre-op they will tell you all the pros and cons then... they usually give you the percentage of the success rates as well.

(P20, without OG, female, REALM 8, age 67)

From the patient interviews, it is difficult to ascertain clearly whether the Option Grid actually changed people’s treatment preferences despite the interviewer asking whether the patient felt that the Option Grid had influenced their discussion and treatment decision. Often patients were not able to give a clear answer to the question of what their prior treatment preference was, instead stating that they wanted to get their knee “fixed” or receive some “wonder drug” (patient 74). Patients also understandably found it difficult to distinguish between the information given by the clinician and the information that they received due to the Option Grid being used in the consultation (any added benefit of the Option Grid). As patient 45 remarked:

Obviously it’s just a matter of trying to pick the best choice for the situation... Yeah, he gives me some general information that possibly helped me in making the decision yeah.

(P45, with OG, female, REALM 6, age 70)

There was, however, reflection amongst some patients that the Option Grid had helped to clarify and form their treatment decision.

...do you think the Option Grid helped you make that decision?

(Interviewer)

Probably – probably the Option Grid and listening to his advice as well – might seem the right step forward you know, it makes sense but like I said there’s no quick fix and I think if I can lose the weight – and I am 3 or 4 stone over weight, if I can lose that and maybe just incorporate the mild painkillers you know I may be a lot happier in 4 months’ time. See how it goes.

(P73, with OG, female, REALM 8, age 56)

3.2 Option Grid is acceptable to patients

Participants who had received an Option Grid expressed positive perceptions in relation to its content, reporting that it was clear and helped them to understand their options.

Although there were a few participants who suggested that the grid had provided them with enough, possibly more than enough, information.

Interviewer: What did you think about the level of information that was on there?

P24: Plenty, for my needs that is plenty of information.

(P24, with OG, female, REALM 7, age 53)

Furthermore, many participants who had used the grid responded positively to the purpose (rather than the content) of the grid. A few commented that it and made the notion of choice explicit:

Lovely because I think it gives you basically – this is what you’re asking for – the choice.

(P78, with OG, female, REALM 8, age 73)
However, there were some indications that participants with very low literacy levels were not able to fully understand all the information presented in the Option Grid or understand the purpose of the grid.

it's alright. Yeah. It's fair. Just tells you the ins and outs of what you can have done so...I'm not the cleverest person but I should think a clever person would understand it a bit better

(P32, with OG, male, REALM 2, age 53).

Most participants were also satisfied with the content and appropriateness of information provided on the Option Grid. However, a few participants thought there was insufficient information regarding analgesia and exercises/physiotherapy. In order to keep the Option Grid brief and easy to use, options such as podiatry and lifestyle changes were not included in this Option Grid, although clinicians were of course encouraged to discuss these options with patients regardless of whether they were using the Option Grid. Three participants were supported by a professional NHS interpreter during the consultation and interview, and all three reported that the Option Grid, verbally translated, provided useful information:

It gave me information which was good for me and I wanted the injection.

(P33, with OG, female, age 82, REALM 0, with an interpreter).

However, the limitations for the three non-English speaking patients in the study were clear as the same participant indicated that she would have no future use for the Option Grid, as she could not read it. In contrast, most participants whose first language was English felt the Option Grid would be a useful “take home tool” that they could refer to in the future and show family members or friends who had not attended the consultation with them.

Data from the interviews also suggested that patients who had been given an Option Grid were provided with more of a sense of a structured sequence of their treatment options as their disease course progressed, although some patients who had not received the Option Grid were also able to identify this staged approach:

I suppose it's elimination to see what works really and what doesn't work really and if it doesn't then go to the next level.

(P56, without OG, REALM 7, male, age 61)

When asked if the Option Grid had been introduced at the appropriate time point within their patient journey, most participants felt that it had been timed correctly:

If I had had that [the Option Grid] before I came, I would have thought there’s no other options, I’m stuffed, I have to do it [knee replacement surgery]. But, because I asked him questions about the recovery time and everything made me think differently. If you had given it to me afterwards I think that would’ve been a waste because he wouldn’t have been there to ask questions.

(P57, with OG, female, REALM 8, age 42).

However, some patients thought that there might be value in receiving a copy of the Option Grid before their consultation to help identify questions and discuss options during the consultation:

To go in the package you know with the – when I got all the information, I think that would be an option to put it in there to have a read prior to coming here and then we could have a discussion rather than sitting and leaving me to read it.

(P66, with OG, male, REALM 6, age 46)

For one patient, the perceived delay in receiving the Option Grid in the consultation rather than prior to the consultation was expressed as frustration as she believed had she been better informed before the consultation then the consultation might have concluded with a treatment decision rather than a recommendation to reflect more on options.

I think definitely it would have helped an awful lot where as now I have to take it home and read it and I might have been able to make a decision and have discussed it and then I can have that treatment – so that definitely had I seen it before.

(P55, with OG, female, REALM 8, age 87)

Participants were also able to reflect that although they had been given the Option Grid in the consultation, they, or members of their family, would be able to reread it and reflect on it after the consultation.

You know, when I get home I’d most probably read it completely properly again you know but as far as I’m concerned it did give you a lot of information.

(P26, with OG, female, REALM 6, age 66)

3.3 Positive perception about involvement for most, but not all, patients

When asked whether the Option Grid promoted their involvement in decision making, most participants answered positively. However, most participants in both groups appeared to feel that they had made their own treatment decision, with guidance from the clinician, making it difficult to determine the added benefit of the Option Grid from patients’ reports of their involvement:

[Clinician] helped me make the decision but it was my decision at the end of the day

(P76, with OG, male, REALM 6, age 45).

I think it [the decision] was mine. I think he, you know pretty much – here are the choices to go for this or this,
he kind of did make it up to me really in the end its your
decision.
(P53, without OG, female, REALM not completed, age 58)

There were, however, occasions when participants from both groups adopted a passive stance and still felt it necessary to defer the decision to the clinician. This passivity towards involvement was particularly notable from patients who had low health literacy scores:

I’d leave it up to [Clinician] to sort out
(P32, with OG, male, REALM 2, age 53).

I don’t think I’ve got any option really.... If that’s what I’ve
got to do I’ve got to do it and that’s the end then.
(P46, without OG, female, REALM 6, age 67)

Most participants expressed a desire or need to involve others in decision making. Participants in both groups indicated that they would discuss the options with their primary care physician or members of their family, although it was not always clear how this extended advice seeking influenced the decision itself. One participant in particular was clear that he would need to discuss the surgical option with his wife as it would impact on both of them:

I do think about the family side of it as well. I wouldn’t like
to think that I’ve plumped for something that would put
me out of commission for weeks and weeks
(P68, with OG, male, REALM 8, age 70).

However there were two participants, both of whom were not given the Option Grid, and both had low health literacy scores, who did not feel their decision matched their treatment preference:

Well you have to listen to the experts, so I’ll go along with
him. I would have preferred the injection.
(P40, without OG, male, REALM 2, age 64)

Well I think he [the clinician] thought that would be the
best line to go through and I thought whatever advice he
gave me I would go with that. I didn’t want to say, ‘oh no,
I want a knee replacement’ if he thought the injections
would work.
(P51, without OG female, REALM 6, age 72)

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

4.1 | Principal findings

Patients who received the Option Grid for osteoarthritis of the knee reported that it was clear, helped them to understand their options and made the notion of choice explicit. Our data also suggest that patients who received the Option Grid had a better understanding of the full range of treatment options. Participants who used the Option Grid provided positive feedback, with some suggestions around content such as the inclusion of exercise supported by physiotherapy in the tool. The Option Grid appeared to provide patients with a more detailed understanding of the risks and benefits of treatment options and, from the patients’ perspective, was an acceptable and useful tool that facilitated the conversation around treatment options within the consultation. However, it was not clear from the patient interviews whether the Option Grid facilitated greater engagement in SDM as both groups of patients reported that they felt involved in the treatment decisions, nor is there any evidence from the patient interviews that the Option Grid resulted in appropriate treatment decisions. Furthermore, there is some evidence that patients with low literacy struggled to engage with the Option Grid decision aid.

4.2 | Strengths and weaknesses

Interviews were conducted immediately following the consultation and so patients would be expected to have reasonable recall of their experiences of their encounter. The data set of 72 interviews is comparatively large for a qualitative study and patients recruited were similar in respect to age and gender compared to all patients deemed eligible for the study and in respect to age and gender were typical of the population that is normally affected by osteoarthritis of the knee. Although the interviews were conducted by the research nurse, participants were encouraged to be candid in sharing their views about the consultation.

Lessons learned from a review of SDM implementation programmes suggest that local context is a vital factor in implementation. The study site has a history of partnership working to promote self-care, providing skills and training in SDM and has the support of clinical leaders, which are factors associated with other local change programmes that have often fared better at implementing new models of patient-centred care. Patients in the “usual care” group were therefore likely to be consulting with clinicians who were practising SDM to some degree. The addition of the Option Grid in the “intervention arm” of the study, as a means of structuring the discussion of treatment options, was therefore an adaptation to the way in which the physiotherapists had previously consulted.

The Option Grid only included three medical treatment options of medication such as painkillers and anti-inflammatories, steroid joint injections and knee replacement surgery. Other self-management options such as weight loss and lifestyle changes were not included in the grid, although clinicians did discuss the benefits of these self-management options with patients. Had the self-management options also been included in the Option Grid, then patients’ views about the grid and their involvement in decision making may have been different.

4.3 | Comparison to other literature

There have been numerous studies which have examined patients’ views of participating in the decision-making process including studies
which have highlighted patient-perceived barriers and facilitators to SDM (for a review, see Joseph-Williams et al.22). Fewer studies have more specifically explored patients’ views of decision aids and generally these studies have found that patients welcome decision aids for their informational content.28,29 A study conducted in the United States by Tiedje et al.30 of patients’ and clinicians’ experiences of using a decision aid within a consultation (what we call an encounter tool) identified that the decision aid created a space for discussion of treatment options. Our data also indicate that patients find encounter tools a useful and flexible scaffold around which to deliberate their options during the consultation. Data from this paper, which demonstrates patient support for the Option Grid, complement our main findings that use of the Option Grid increases the amount of SDM in the consultation.16 It also complements our data derived from interviews with clinicians (reported elsewhere20) which demonstrates that clinicians, although initially sceptical, became more confident that Option Grids were acceptable to patients, allowed them to discuss options with a more neutral approach and encouraged engagement from patients. Together, these substudies indicate support for the Option Grid from both parties within the clinician-patient dyad.

Previous survey research has found that patients reported more discussion of pros than cons in relation to 10 common treatment decisions.31 Encounter tools, such as Option Grids, which prompt clinicians and patients to consider both risks and benefits of treatment options, are likely to lead to better informed patients and less decision regret. Whilst the Option Grid displays all the treatment options side by side, the verbalization and navigation of the grid was directed by the clinician and the options were intentionally limited on occasion. Previous qualitative work with paediatric rheumatology clinicians found that discussion of treatment options were not only based on clinician preferences but also limited by the clinician’s assessment of the clinical situation,32 and this also appears to be the case in our study.

Evidence suggests that socially disadvantaged patients are more vulnerable to power imbalances within the clinician-patient relationship.33 Even patients who are well educated and well informed often struggle to express their knowledge during consultations and participate meaningfully in treatment decisions.34 Such power imbalances typically result in patients adopting the role of a passive or compliant patient, a tendency for patients to underplay their knowledge and experiences, and so defer the decision to the clinician whom they see “owns” the knowledge. Although our main trial data indicated that overall in our population of older adults with lower than average health literacy the use of the Option Grid increased levels of SDM, increased patient knowledge and readiness to decide,16 in our data we observed some evidence that patients with lower health literacy scores were less positive about being involved in their treatment decision and adopted a fairly passive approach to treatment decision regardless of whether or not they had received an Option Grid. However, there is evidence that many patients feel that they are also not able to participate in decision making rather than express that they do not wish to participate.27 Using a short decision tool such as an Option Grid is one way of transferring the knowledge ownership and making it explicit to the patient that there is a choice to be made. Clinicians should be mindful that encounter tools such as Option Grids may go some way to empowering and including patients who are disadvantaged by language, low educational attainment and age, but some patients who are most disadvantaged may require additional support in the consultation. This may include spending additional time reading the Option Grid aloud to patients, or encouraging interpreters to do so, or possibly through providing summarized information about treatment options through other visual methods such as simplified images.

We found that many patients wanted other individuals to be involved in treatment decisions. These individuals included primary care physicians, but more commonly patients stated they wanted to discuss their options and preferences with family members. By involving others, patients were drawing on a form of “distributed health literacy”34 in which they work collaboratively utilizing the skills of others to help understand health information. This notion also provides support that the Option Grids can be seen not just as a standalone tool for facilitating a conversation within the consultation, but also a tool to be used with the wider family and patient network including primary care physicians.

4.4 Conclusions

The findings of this qualitative study, amongst an older patient population who have lower than average health literacy, support the development of Option Grids as a tool to facilitate SDM for patients with osteoarthritis of the knee. The implementation of Option Grids should be considered within routine consultations as patients are supportive of their use.
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